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CHAPTER B 

SlEEP AND BIGlOGICAl RHYTHMS' 

nan 
It mal} i 

40U to know that 
lot goes on in the 
brain when ljOU are 

asleep! 

All that 
needs to happen 
now is to go to 

sleep ... so good night 
to 40U all! 

This chapter 
all about those rh4thms that 

ver4 prevalent in our lives. The most 
common of which is 

Research into sleep is carried 
piece of 

as an 
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Before sleep. the EEG pattern is mostllj BETA 
WAVES when ljOu are awake and ALPHA WAVES 
during times of quiet relaxatiOn, 

Stage 1 of sleep is a general state of drowsiness 
that is defined blj the presence of Theta Waves n 
the EEG pattern. 

Awake 

Sleep 

These stages are characterised blj 
different patterns of EEG activitlj, 

Theta Waves are quite fast and erratic waves 
that are just a little slower than the waves 
shown during times of relaxation. 

Mh ... 
" What? I wasn't 

sleeping! 

Stage 2 of sleep is characterised 
blj slower and longer waves 
accompanied blj sleep spindles -
short bursts of fast activitlj, 

The third stage of sleep has 
waves that are even slower and 
larger - known as DELTA WAVES. 

Durng the fourth stage of sleep, 
the bodlj's metabolism is at its 
slowest and the EEG pattern is 
almost exclusivellj made up of 
DE.LTA waves. 

This is a deep 
stage of sleep, 
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When ljOU 
sleep, ljOU move QuiCkllj 

from stage 1 to stage 2, 
then to stage 3 and finalllj 

to stage 4. 

This is the deepest stage of sleep 
and is named after the fast elje 
movements that people exPerience 
as it happens. 

These are known as RAPID EYE 
MOVEMENTS or REM. 

You spend about 30 minutes in 
stage 4 sleep and then go baCk 
through the stages baCkwards. 

\I 
12 

While ljOU are still compietellj 
asleep, the pattern is verlj similar l to that when ljOU are awake. 

REM sleep is also 
accompanied blj an 

.... .. .. I increased heart rate. 
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It seems that REM sleep I , 
is most associated with I ' 
dreaming. 

Durng REM sleep. activitlj in 
other areas of the brain can also 
be recorded as being active. 

These are PGO (Pons geniculO occipital) 
spikes that show that the visual 
centres of the brain are also active. 

When people are wOken 
during REM sleep about 
70% report that thelj 
had been dreaming. 

compared to onllj 30% of those 
woken up during stages 3 and 4. .. 

This visual brain actMtlj to be related to the elje 
movements seen during REM 
and to the visual aspects of the 
dream itself 

000000000000 
o 

In fact. the full bodlj 
paralljSis that accompanies REM sleep 

is necessarlj to prevent people acting 
out their dreams. 

'( 

You spend 
about 15 minutes in REM 
sleep and then ljOu begin 
the sleep CljCle again blj 
going nto stage 1, then 

stage 2 and 
so 011. 

.. 
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The stages 
of sleep are well 

established but there is still 
one question that eludes 

researChers. 

The record holder for the longest time 
spent without sleep is Rand4 Gardner. 

So we 
know that sleep seems 

However, none of these fndings 
suggest what the 

function of sleep ma4 
be. 

He suffered from 
halluci1ations. blurred 
vision. i1coherent speech 
and paranoia. 

It is considered ver4 
dangerous to engage in 
these kinds of stunts. 

•• 
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The RestoratiOn 
PHYSIOLOGICAL hljPothesiS 
suggests that sleep is 

orno."C,.;;':;',";; lj for the recoverlj 
\.1 in the brain and the .------ -r of the boolj. 

After a dalj's 
exertions, certain 
phljsiOlogical repairs 
have to be carried 
out blj the boolj 
and espeCialllj in the 
brain, 

Durilg slow wave sleep - liKe in 
stage 4 - the brain is peaceful 
but the bodlj is busillj producing 
certail hormones that help with 
the repair of boolj tissues. 

Support for this hljPothesis comes 
from the finding that newborn babies 

(1988) however, suggested 
in both slow wave ard 
sleep is used for brain repair. 

It was Oswald (1980) who 
suggested that REM sleep is used 
for brain repair while slow wave 
sleep is used for bodillj repair. 

have proportionatellj more REM sleep. 

According to Horne, in humans, 
boolj repairs are carried out during 
periods of relaxed wakefulness. 
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The support for thiS idea comes 
from the less drastic effects of 
human sleep deprivation compared 

n,,,,,,,-,,to that in other animal species. 

The alternative 
suggestion for the function 

of sleep is called the 
ECOLOGICAL or ADAPTIVE 

hLjPothesis. 

, 
(:) 

This hLjPothesis comes 
observation that different 
species of mammals sleep for 
different amounts of time 
a twentLj four hour period. 

Herbivores, that are predated on, tend to 
for much shorter amounts of time. 

cow 
- 3 ·QhrS 

!-IOR.S E. 
"' z ·Q hrs 

Animals that eat other animals 
-carnivores- tend to sleep for the 
longest times over a 24 hour period. 

the 
animals can 

sleep for 
longer. 

., 
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HerbiVores need to spend 
much more time eating as 
their food is needed in 

, greater amounts since it is 
less nutritious. 

It mall be that different animal species 
will have different functions for sleep. 

It mal,l simpllj be that the functiOn of 
sleep is to conserve energl,l. 

However, the restorative and 
the adaptive hlJPotheses are 
not incompatible. 

is an So while 
sleep malJ be unsafe 

herbivore, that 
the QIlILj reason species sleep for d. 

The real 
answer to the function of 
sleep is Clear ll,l a loog walJ 

awal). 

amounts 

If sleep is indeed restorative, it would also 
adaptive sense to varlJ sleep depending 

on Issues of food consumptiOn, safetl,l from 
predation and energl,l conservatiOn. 
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Sleep 

This 
and wakefulness 
alternate in an 

approximate 24 hour 
CLjCle. 

is onllj one of 
manLj biological 

rhLjthms. 

However. at the time. as 
with manlj other pioneers. 
this idea was not met with 

deal of I 

This means that the biological rhljthm is at least 
partllj controlled from withn the bodlj and not 
SimplLj a reaction to envi'onmental stimuli such as 
the sun 

Curt Richter suggested in the earllj 
1920s that sleep was a rhljthm 
spontaneousllj generated blj the bodlj. 

later research however, found that the 
sleep/wake Cljcle remained roughllj at 24 
hours despite an environment where the 
lights never went out. 

So sleep 
is known as an 
ENDOGE.NOUS 

rhljthm. 

•• 
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Migrating birds mainllj respond 
to changes in the amount of 
sunlight, so as the daljs become 
shorter, the birds begin to 
migrate. 

example is i1 migration i1 birds, who 
L:_ ":C":a-ve the countrlj before winter sets in. 

Migratorlj birds show 'migratorlj' restlessness if 
thelj are caged (and hence prevented from 
migrating) during the Autumn and Spring. 

Migration 
in birds is Knovm as a 
CIRCANNUAL rhlJthm 

because it has a CljCle of 
roughllJ one 

The sleep/waKe cljCle is Knovm as 
a CIRCADIAN rhljthm as it lasts 
approximatellj one dalj. 

lJear. Other rhljthms are 
ULTRADIAN rhljthms 
that varlj within a 
dalj. 
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I Frequenclj of eating and drinki1g. 

These 
variables Change 

according to the 
time of dalj. 

Bod, 
temperature, for 

example, is thought to be 
a constant 3r, but i1 

fact, varies throughout 
the da4. --- From 

around 36.5" at 4 
am to 37.40 in the 

earl4 evening. 

" . .......Nwo ., ""w .. 

•• 
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/ l \ .... 

for circadian rh4thms il 
I is usuall4 sunlight and for 

mammals it is usuall4 the tide. 

-

I Food and water deprivation. I 

Actualllj, 
the biological clock is 

verlj resistant to 
interference. 

And people 
have tried with a 

number of different 
thngs ... 
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is the iii 
that I 
like sleepflg and wakflg '1.---:::: 
and sits on top of the ...-... 

optiC chiasm and 
receiVes input from 

optic nerve. 

The SeN generates its own rh4thm 
...mich carries on fI its cells once 
removed from the rest of the bran. 

It is the SeN that needs light in order to run the 
sleep/waking c4cle 'n s4nc' with da4 and night. 

If humans are kept in isolation from time and 
light cues fI a bunker or a cave, their 
biological clOCk drifts to a 25 hour da4. 

il a 
when a 

I the 
i of an4 more until 
level drops down 

again. 

Durng the 4 month darkness in the Antarctic 
winter, Greenpeace volunteers found that their 
'da4' ran for approximatel4 25 hours. 

Despite the fact that these 
people did have access to 
time information. 

•• 
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of 
Melatonn is produced blj 
humans mosth.j at night. 

In fact, melatonin has 
been used to help 
shift workers and to 
combat jet lag. 

Jet Lag - caused blj travelling 
across time zones - disrupts sleep 
and impairs performance. 

The problem is that the timing 
of dalj and night change 
quicker than the biological 
clock can adapt to. 

2rbil7b1bY AlDJZ ""'" • 0 "1"" ...... 0 " I •• " .. 0 ' , " . ... 0 ' I , , • ,. 0 " , " ". 

• • 

- z;;:>=-> 

It is easier to adjust to the time 
difference when (jou increase ljour dalj's 
length blj traveling West than when (jou 
shorten the dalj blj travelling East. 

ljour 
it is to sleep 
ljou are not 
Sleeplj. 

•• 
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Shift workers sleep less than dalj workers 
and their performance is affected. 

While we are 
still unsure about the 

true function of sleep, we 
know more about sleep 
and the brain structures 
controlling it than ever 

before. 

So sleep 
is not magical, it is 

biologicaf1. 

•• 
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